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Supermarine Seagull/Walrus 
A2-4 - RAAF (RAF Museum Hendon)
                                             SCALE        PRICE
72SW001               1:72  £34.95

Supermarine Seagull/Walrus A2-4 - 
RAAF (RAF Museum Hendon). 
The Supermarine Walrus was a British single engine

amphibious biplane reconnaissance aircraft, designed by

R.J. Mitchell who was also responsible for the illustrious

Spitfire.  The aircraft first flew on the 21st June 1933.

Operated by the Fleet Air Arm, it also served with the

Royal Air Force, Royal Australian Air Force, Royal

Canadian Air Force, Royal New Zealand Air Force as well

as the Royal New Zealand Navy.

The Walrus was the first British squadron service aircraft

to incorporate a fully retractable undercarriage,

completely enclosed crew accommodation and an all

metal fuselage.  Designed for use as a fleet spotter to be

catapulted from battleships or cruisers, the Walrus was

later employed in a variety of roles most notably as a

rescue aircraft for downed aircrew and even as a whale

spotter.  A total of 740 aircraft were built between 1936

and 1944.  With a range of 600 miles, the cabin had

capacity for three to four persons.

Our 1:72 scale replica is based on an aircraft flown by the

Royal Australian Air Force and which can be seen on

display at the RAF Museum in Hendon.  Decorated in two

tone camouflage grey with grey underside, the model

contains bomb racks under the lower wings.  Additional

armaments include a forward facing gun on the front of

the aircraft as well as a rear facing gun in position in the

compartment behind the upper wings. 



1:76 SCALE

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
SET!

Jaguar E Type DHC Closed - Carmen Red
Oxford’s latest release on the iconic ‘E’ Type Jaguar drop

head coupé comes with closed top, registered AJM

456A from 1963 and decorated in one of its

signature colour schemes of bright red with black

roof.  The sporty image continues with beige

interior seating and steering wheel with black

dashboard.  Silver masking applied to bumpers, window

surrounds, headlights and door handles also extends to

the highly detailed and authentic wire

wheels.  Fifty years on, this awesome motor

still holds its universal appeal!

Jaguar D Type - Green 
The Jaguar D Type was a sports racing car produced by Jaguar

Cars between 1954 and 1957.  Our previous releases have

seen it in highly successful racing colour schemes with

famous drivers of the day behind the wheel.  Here it

comes in simple dark green with ivory interior.

Note the distinctive one-piece wrap around

windscreen and equally distinctive tail fins.

Registered LUD 222L, a final detail comprises 

the famous Jaguar badge above the radiator and

above the rear number plate.  To buy the real thing

today could cost you anything from £2 million upwards!

Wish list perhaps; our model on your Christmas list definitely!

3 Piece Jaguar Set - 
D, E, F Types
Three superb specially selected 

landmark Jaguars make up this set, representative 

of the well-loved British marque past and present.  

The trio will make a superb seasonal gift for followers 

of the iconic Jaguar brand and as two of the models are

now also available as separate items, you have stocking

filler options too! 

The Jaguar F Type is in real life considered to be the

spiritual successor to the iconic ‘E’ Type.  The first in 

our set is certainly eye-catching in the vibrant flame 

red orange colour scheme with contrasting black roof.

Registered VX13 FYD, it sporty lines extend to silver

chrome work, front grille and spoked alloy wheels.  

Second up is the iconic ‘E’ Type Jaguar drop head coupé

with closed top in bright red with black roof, registered

AJM 456A and sporting a smart beige interior.

Third is the Jaguar D Type in one of its most popular

colour schemes of the day - dark green with ivory

interior, registered  LUD 222L.  

NEWJaguar E Type DHC
Closed - Carmen Red
                            SCALE     PRICE
76ETYP011 1:76  £5.45

NEWJaguar D Type - Green
                              SCALE     PRICE
76DTYP004  1:76  £5.45

NEW3 Piece Jaguar Set 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET48    1:76  £16.45



1:43 SCALE
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Jaguar Mk IX - Black/Imperial Maroon
The luxury Jaguar Mk IX was produced by Jaguar Cars 

for two years only between 1959 and 1961,

during which time just over 10,000 came

off the production line.  It was the

successor to the Mk VIII and initially

the only difference between the two

was the Mk IX badge on the boot lid,

although later models had a larger 

tail-light assembly and an added 

amber section to the traffic indicators

Competitively priced, you could get one for as

little as £1995 with a manual gearbox, to £2163 with

automatic transmission.  If you had invested in one and

still had it today in good condition, prices range from

£20,000 to £49,000, looking at the present market!

Our more realistically priced 1:43 scale replica, registered

XXM 568, comes in a very smart two-tone colour

scheme of black and maroon with lots of contrasting

chromework.  With red interior floor and seating and

brown dashboard, other interior details include an

automatic transmission steering wheel.  

It is no surprise that the original was a popular choice as

a ceremonial car, with even the Nigerian Government

buying 40 of them!

Humber Pullman Limousine - Forest Green
Our fifth release on this highly detailed luxury car is

reproduced in an elegant dark green with beige interior,

registered LUF 122.  The exceptionally well detailed

interior includes the special feature of a dividing

central partition between the driver -

usually a chauffeur - and back seat

passengers, dating our model

between 1948 and 1954,

although the Humber Pullman

concept goes back as far as

1930 when the four-door

limousine with Thrupp &

Maberley coachwork was introduced.

Our model is rounded off with a wealth 

of gleaming exterior chromework.

Datsun 240Z - Silver
Our latest 1:43 scale release of the Datsun 240Z is registered

BVM 165K from 1971/72.  In real life, the car was manufactured

first for the US market where it was an instant success

and then introduced into the UK.  Here we

see it as produced for the sporty drivers

of the day, decorated in silver with red

interior.  Special features include left

hand drive dashboard, no rear

spoiler, designated USA front

indicators, bumpers without over-riders

and special rear side red marker lights. 

NEWHumber Pullman
Limousine - Forest Green
                           SCALE      PRICE
HPL005      1:43  £23.95

NEWDatsun 240Z - Silver
                           SCALE      PRICE
DAT003      1:43  £23.95

NEWJaguar Mk IX - Black/
Imperial Maroon
                           SCALE      PRICE
JAG9004    1:43  £23.95



1:76 SCALE

ERF LV Flatbed Trailer - Northern
Ireland Trailers Ltd.
The ERF LV (Long Vue) Flatbed was

unveiled in 1962 at the Earls Court

Commercial Motor Show in London,

when its distinctive features included a

one-piece windscreen and - for its day -

luxurious internal fittings!  Here we

see it in the attractive dark blue and

cream colour scheme of Northern

Ireland Trailers Ltd registered GRN 787D

from 1966, with cream wheel inserts and tan trailer

floor.  The cab doors are printed with descriptive

graphics indicating the company’s route from Larne

in Northern Ireland over to the mainland, with the

addition of the strapline ‘The Safe Way Across’.  

Scania Highline Fridge - Steady Eddie
What a fun vehicle this is and such a well-timed release

for the festive season!  The Scania Highline truck looks

pretty ‘normal’ and comes decorated in the modern

Stobart red, green and white livery, registered PJ13 GAA.

However, the appeal is almost certainly centred on the

trailer which is loaded with Steady Eddie cartoonlike

characters in glorious colours along the sides and the

rear, promoting Happy Journeys for Kids.  Young

collectors and Steady Eddie enthusiasts will be delighted

to get their hands on this one, either as a Christmas gift,

stocking filler or an indulgent treat for themselves!  

Routemaster Bus - Kelvin Scottish
Bus enthusiasts will be pleased to see the crossover

from Oxford’s N gauge to 1:76 scale of this AEC

Routemaster from the early 1960s, decorated in the

highly visible dark blue, mid blue and yellow stripe

design of Kelvin Scottish, which makes it doubly

attractive to our Scottish bus collectors. Registered

EDS 288A, its destination boards indicate it as

travelling on the No. 5 route to Easterhouse,

stopping at various places between Clydebank and

Edinburgh Road along the way.  We particularly love

the cartoon character on each side of the front

destination blinds inviting passengers to ‘HOP ON’!

NEWScania Highline Fridge -
Steady Eddie
                             SCALE       PRICE
76SHL16FR  1:76  £22.95

NEWERF LV Flatbed Trailer - 
N Ireland Trailers
                           SCALE      PRICE
76LV004    1:76  £15.45

NEWRoutemaster - 
Kelvin Scottish
                           SCALE      PRICE
76RM113   1:76   £9.95



1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
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NEWFord 400E - Rediffusion
                           SCALE      PRICE
FDE015      1:43  £13.95

Land Rover Series 1 109" Canvas -
British Railways
Already produced in 00 gauge for our railway

fraternity, we have now scaled up this popular

model to take its place in our 1:43 scale

series.  In the typical crimson BR colour

scheme of the period, the model comes with

a light brown canvas back incorporating a

rear window and black interior.

Registered RGB 883, BR lettering is

printed in crimson/cream  including

the British Railways totem above

the rear wheels, rounding off a

great addition to your BR related

model line-up.   

Ford 400E - Rediffusion
The name Rediffusion is a nostalgic

reminder of the early days of TV when the

company introduced their TV rental and

sales service throughout the UK, although

its operational activities covered many

more aspects of radio and TV

broadcasting and supply, its foundations

going back as far as the late 1920s.

Our latest introduction on the Ford 400E

dates from 1964, registered ALV 252B and

comes decorated in the two tone

Rediffusion livery of dark red and grey.

The black and white company logo is

printed on the sides of the van and is also

repeated in white across the back doors. 

Austin Seven RN Van - City of Birmingham Gas Dept.
The little 1930s Austin Seven Van was one of the most

popular small utility vehicles of its day, lending itself to a

wide range of duties in both the public and private sector.

Here we are pleased to introduce it as used by the City of

Birmingham Gas Department, whose business is printed in

gold lettering on the sides of the van and whose

slogan Gas Service - Light, Heat, Power appears on

the driver and passenger doors.  Decorated in

black with silver trim, our 1:43 scale van is

registered AOE 860.  The interior is also black

with brown dashboard trim. 

No doubt it was kept very busy maintaining the

supply of gas to the homes and businesses across

Birmingham in the 1930s. 

NEWAustin Seven RN Van - City
of Birmingham Gas Dept.
                              SCALE       PRICE
ASV006        1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover Series 1 109"
Canvas - British Railways
                                SCALE      PRICE
LAN1109009  1:43 £12.95



1:76 SCALE
Bentley Blower - French Grand Prix 1930, 
No.18, Birkin
During the 1920s and 1930s, Britain produced some very

keen and capable racing drivers, mostly wealthy young

men.  Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin was one of those and

in addition he was part of W O Bentley’s

‘Bentley Boys’, a group of like minded gentlemen

and mechanics, all with a shared interest in

speed.  1930 was a good one for ‘Tim’ Birkin.

Behind the wheel of his Bentley Blower, he

clocked up notable successes of which the French

Grand Prix was one.  Driving his supercharged Blower,

numbered 18, he went on to finish 2nd in the race.

Our second release on the Bentley Blower is a 1:76 scale

replica of the car, which is decorated in dark green with

the number 18 in white on all sides of the vehicle while

proudly sporting the Union Flag on the two doors.

Additional detail includes tan bonnet straps, black tonneau

cover, dark green seating with black/silver dashboard and

light brown flooring.  

Austin 1300GT - Glacier White
In real life, the Austin 1300 was classed as an

economical small family car, manufactured between

1962 and 1974 by BMC/British Leyland.  Here we see it

for its third Oxford Diecast outing in another authentic

colour scheme of white showing up to perfection the

contrasting chrome finish.  The roof is black as is the

interior of the car, which is registered LPG 192K

from 1971/2.  A finite detail sees the GT marque

printed in silver and red on the radiator and the

1300 GT specification printed on the back.

Bentley T2 Saloon - Seychelles Blue/Shell Grey
We revert to a two-tone colour scheme for our fourth release on

the Bentley T2 which we present in steely blue with contrasting

aluminium blue body.  The silver wheels have wheel

centres echoing the dark blue body colour,

whilst the interior seating is moulded in

greeny blue, all rounded off by the detailed

Bentley winged badge on the front and

back of the car.

The Bentley T2 was manufactured by

Bentley Motors Ltd in Crewe between 1977 and

1980, yet only 550 were made.  Our model is based on the

standard four-door version.

Austin Healey 3000 - British Racing Green
A classic British sports car from the 1960s in an

equally classic colour scheme, the Austin Healey

3000 registered GVU 466D in 1966 makes its

fourth Oxford appearance in British Racing Green.

Open topped with black folded down roof, the

interior is finished in black with tan

dashboard and attention to detail sees

the Austin-Healey badge sitting above

the signature oval radiator grille.

NEWAustin 1300 - 
Glacier White
                            SCALE     PRICE
76AUS003   1:76  £5.45

NEWBentley T2 Saloon - 
Seychelles Blue/Shell Grey
                                     SCALE     PRICE
76BT2004         1:76  £5.45

NEWAustin Healey 3000 - 
British Racing Green
                            SCALE     PRICE
76AH3004   1:76  £5.45

NEWBentley Blower - French 
Grand Prix 1930 No.18 Birkin
                                     SCALE     PRICE
76BB002          1:76  £5.45



1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWAustin Cambridge Farina -
Grampian Grey/Cumulus Grey
                                     SCALE     PRICE
76ACF004         1:76  £5.45

Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon - 
Santorini Black
Our model of the Land Rover Defender 90 Station

Wagon is a replica of the updated Defender which

Land Rover launched in 2013.  Registered VN14 VZB,

the jet black colour scheme is in superb contrast to

the finely detailed silver lettering and wheel hubs.

The interior is also black as is the majority of the

external trim.  Note the spare

wheel, as per the real thing,

which sits across the back door. 

Vauxhall Viva HB - Monaco White
It’s back to 1966 for the launch of the Vauxhall Viva

HB on which we have based our 2-door saloon.

Painted in brilliant white and registered SXE 758G,

the bodywork is complemented with lots of

chrome to the exterior while the inside is

reproduced in a vibrant red.  

The Vauxhall/Viva names are also

authentically positioned in silver, 

just like on the real thing. 

Austin Cambridge A60 Farina - Grampian Grey/Cumulus Grey 
What might seem a sombre choice by today’s motoring standards,

the two tone grey colour scheme on our fourth release of the

Austin Cambridge A60 Farina was one of the most popular

to come off the Austin production line during its

1960s lifetime.  The body and roof are dark grey

while a paler grey has been applied to the flash

running along each side edged in silver.  Registered

simply 218 KP, the model interior and seating are

finished in dark red, in contrast to the exterior. 

You will find the original car in the British Heritage 

Motor Museum at Gaydon in Warwickshire.

Range Rover Evoque - Firenze Red
Modelled on the 2013 specification of the upmarket four-wheel

drive Range Rover Evoque, our fifth release on the three-door

coupé is painted in a deep red with black masking to door

pillars, bumpers and window surrounds. Remaining trim

is finished in silver including the Range Rover

lettering along the front edge of the bonnet and

along the back below the window. Registered CV13

WDU from its launch year, the Evoque also sports

a distinctive clamshell shaped bonnet, dual pocket

headlights, ‘floating’ roof and raked roofline, all

defined to 1:76 scale perfection. NEWRange Rover Evoque - 
Firenze Red
                            SCALE     PRICE
76RR005     1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall Viva HB - 
Monaco White
                            SCALE     PRICE
76HB004    1:76  £5.25

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 -
Santorini Black
                               SCALE     PRICE
76LRDF006   1:76  £5.45



N SCALE

Land Rover Series 1 88" - Civil Defence
Already released in 1:43 and 1:76 scale, both Military and Land

Rover enthusiasts of Oxford’s 1:148 scale can now add this finely

detailed little model to both line-ups.  Decorated in the signature

Land Rover green with beige canvas back and characteristic radiator

grille, our model is decorated as used by the Civil Defence Corps,

Suffolk Division, whose crest is printed in full colour on the doors.

Registered SFX 582, its role is that of the Field Cable Party.  An

additional board along the side is printed with West Suffolk Division,

while further lettering makes it clear that the vehicle is

the property of the 

Home Office! 

Bedford MWD - RAF
Military enthusiasts will recall this model when it appeared

in 1:76 scale.  We are now pleased to add it to the 1:148

series in exactly the same minute detail.  Decorated in

RAF livery of dark brown with slightly lighter ‘canvas’ back

and olive green interior, it features RAF No. 275623 on

the side doors and the RAF roundels on the back.

During WWII, the MWD was deployed in various ways

including general duties, personnel carrier, wireless truck

and anti-aircraft gun tractor.  

Ferguson TEA Tractor - Emerald Green (Ireland)
Already released in 1:76 scale, you can now own this endearing little

‘Fergie’ in a smaller size still, resplendent in bright green with black

fittings and bright green wheels. A finishing touch sees the Ferguson

badge faithfully replicated on the front.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWBedford MWD - RAF
                             SCALE      PRICE
NMWD003  1:148  £4.65

NEWFerguson Tractor - Emerald
                                SCALE       PRICE
NTEA003      1:148  £4.35

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88" - 
Civil Defence
                                  SCALE      PRICE
NLAN188008 1:148  £4.35

NEWScania P31 Pump Ladder - 
Essex County F & R Service
                             SCALE       PRICE
NSFE005     1:148  £7.45

Scania P31 Pump Ladder - Essex County 
Fire & Rescue Service
Those of you collecting our Oxford series of fire 

appliances may have seen this vehicle in our 1:76 

scale.  We are pleased to reintroduce it in 1:148 

scale for anyone who has missed it first time around 

or who concentrates on the smaller N scale.  

Essex County Fire and Rescue Service (ECFRS) 

is the statutory fire and rescue service for the 

county and is one of the largest fire services in 

the country, covering an area of almost 400,000 

hectares and a population of over 1.7 million people. 

Major risks covered include Stansted and Southend 

Airports, Harwich seaport, Lakeside shopping centre, 

Coryton oil refinery, Tilbury Docks and part of the M25 

and M11 motorways and A12 trunk road.  An immense

logistical exercise and responsibility, to be sure!

                          SCALE      PRICE
NMN005  1:148 £4.35

Mini - Lime Green



1:76 SCALE
TACR2 Queens Flight
The TACR2 (Truck Airfield Crash Rescue) Range Rover was designed in 

the mid 1970s as a rapid response rescue and first attack fire appliance

for use at Royal Air Force and Royal Navy  aerodromes in both the

United Kingdom and overseas.  At any one time, two TACR2s,

characterised by their unique dark blue liveries were attached

to the Queens Flight unit based at RAF Benson in

Oxfordshire.  From here the vehicles would travel

throughout the United Kingdom for the purpose 

of providing fire cover and marshalling duties for 

the unit’s helicopters.

This Oxford Diecast model, registered 31 AG 22,

represents one of the first Royal Air Force Gloster-Saro 

bodied appliances that served with the Queens Flight in 1977.

Ford Transit SWB Low Roof - Network Rail
Network Rail are faithful users of the Ford Transit, several of

which we have reproduced in 1:76 scale miniature with our

model railway follower in mind!  Here we see the modern short

wheel base version of the Transit with low roof, decorated in the

company’s sparkling white bodywork with red and blue graphics

and registered YT09 VHE.  An interesting and stark piece of

decoration on the back doors issues

a warning for motorists - Level

Crossings.  Don’t Run the Risk.

Sound advice indeed!

Mobile Trailer - Spicy Sanita’s
Our bright little mobile trailer comes with a Mexican theme,

advertising mouthwatering offerings for those who enjoy spicy

food.  Sanita has quite a varied menu on her colourful blue 

and yellow mobile ‘cantina’ ranging from tortillas to chilli dogs.

The Tacos-n-Nachos sound particularly appetizing!  The highly

colourful graphics include a red hot chilli pepper promoting

the hottest chillis around, as well as a senorita in Mexican

sombrero holding an appetizing snack!  Our model also

features a roof board 

printed in bright 

signage to attract 

hungry customers.

Land Rover Series II Station Wagon - Royal Navy
We think you’ll agree that the dark blue, white and

silver livery of the Royal Navy looks exceptionally

smart on our latest release of the long wheelbase

version of the Series II Station Wagon.  It comes 

with four doors, side and rear windows and a spare

wheel on the bonnet.  Registered 09 RN 66, the Royal

Navy lettering runs along both sides of the vehicle 

and a final detail sees the

authentic radiator reproduced

in silver with black masking

behind the grille. 

NEWTACR2 - Queens Flight
                           SCALE      PRICE
76TAC002   1:76  £10.95

NEWLand Rover Series II Station
Wagon - Royal Navy
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76LAN2015     1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Transit SWB Low
Roof - Network Rail
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FT023     1:76  £5.75

NEWMobile Trailer - 
Spicy Sanitas
                       SCALE     PRICE
76TR013  1:76  £8.45



Thornycroft Nubian Major - Bristol Airport
The latest Thornycroft Nubian Major airport

crash tender in Oxford Diecast’s

range features another Carmichael

& Sons ‘Jetranger’ 1700 appliance.

Delivered to the City of Bristol’s

Lulsgate Airport in 1970, it was

the largest appliance to serve at

Bristol Airport at the time.  

Fire-fighting equipment included

7,000 litres of water and 700

litres of foam.  The roof

mounted monitor could deliver foam

at the rate of 32,000 litres per minute.

Registered XHU 593H from 1970, out little model

comes in the signature red colour scheme carrying the

number 6 on the cab doors and on the rear.  It is painted

with a bright yellow cab roof and yellow front bumper.

The wheels also feature an unusual yellow/red finish. 

NEWThornycroft Nubian Major -
Bristol Airport
                             SCALE       PRICE
76TN003     1:76  £16.45

1:76 SCALE
Fordson Heavy Pump Unit - NFS
The Heavy Pumping Unit was one of

thousands of standard fire engines designed

and built to the order of the government’s

Ministry of Works department in preparation for

World War 2.  Following the declaration of war in

1939 and the subsequent nationalisation of Britain’s

fire services, the Heavy Units, fitted with 500 gallons

per minute self-contained pumps did sterling

work during the bombing raids on London and

other provincial cities.  They were distributed

throughout Britain to supplement and

support local authority fire appliances.  

Our newly tooled model of this fire

appliance features the version based on the

Fordson 7V chassis.  Registered GLM 786, it comes

decorated in the drab wartime grey with brown roof

ladders and white NFS lettering on the side.  Our latest

introduction complements the Bedford Heavy Pumping

Unit and other grey liveried National Fire Service

appliances already in the range.

NEWFordson Heavy Pump 
Unit - NFS
                         SCALE      PRICE
76FHP001 1:76  £12.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWFord Capri MkIII -
Merseyside Police
                           SCALE      PRICE
76CAP007  1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Capri MkIII - Merseyside Police
The Ford Capri, epitomizing 1980s motoring,

must have been the pride and joy of Merseyside

Police, in whose livery we have based our latest

release.  Registered JWU 333V from 1980, 

they would have enjoyed its 2.8 injection

performance to the full, to the detriment of the

rogues on the road!  It must have been highly

visible too, in white with red side stripe,

complete with Merseyside Police crest on the

doors.  Our model has the added extra of a blue

roof beacon.



NEW
Gloster Meteor F2 De
Havilland Halford Goblin
Jet Engine Test Aircraft
                        SCALE        PRICE
AC068      1:72  £18.95

1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Gloster Meteor F2 De Havilland Halford Goblin 
Jet Engine Test Aircraft
The Gloster Meteor was the first British jet and the

Allies’ first operational jet fighter during WWII, entering

service with the RAF in July 1944. 

Our 1: 72 scale replica represents DG207/G which was

intended to be the basis for the Meteor 2 and is

decorated in the wartime grey and green camouflage 

scheme with yellow undersides.  Its number DG207 is

printed towards the rear of the fuselage with the

prototype P printed in yellow behind the RAF roundel on

each side of the aircraft. 

The Gloster Meteor F.2 was an alternative engine version

with two Halford H1s installed for prototype and trial

purposes although it was intended ultimately to use De

Havilland engines upon production.  However, it was July

1945 before it actually flew, by which time the Meteor 3

was already in production, leading to the cancellation of

the F.2.  It all goes to show how fast things moved at that

time in order to be one step ahead of the enemy.

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7015B 
1:76 - £9.95

BR grey 7 Plank Wagon
Weathered P72521

AR125 Gloster Album: The Gloucestershire Aircraft Co was set up in 1917 to assemble

warplanes in the Great War.  In 1926 the company name was changed to the Gloster Aircraft

Co.  In 1939-42 Gloster built Hurricanes for its parent company, Hawker, but in 1940 a

contract was awarded to build Britain’s first jet fighter, its engine designed by Frank

Whittle.  The E.28/39, which first flew in 1941, led to the twin-engined Meteor, the only

jet used in combat by the Allies in the Second World War.  The delta-wing Javelin of

1952 was the last Gloster aircraft design to be built. 
AR125
NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 



Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

GIFT IDEAS

Coca Cola T Cab Box Trailer
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB004CC  1:76  £22.95

Triple Taxi Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET09  1:76  £13.95

London Eye
                     SCALE          PRICE
LD010  1:1200   £6.95

150 Years of London
Fire Appliances Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET31   1:76  £75.00

Austin Mini - Tartan
Red/Union Jack 
                            SCALE     PRICE
43MIN023  1:43  £8.45

Battle of Britain 
75th Anniversary Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
72SET01A  1:72 £34.95

5 Piece British Rail Set -
K8/LR2/Q25/CA/Anglia
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET34   1:76  £25.45

Ford Transit 
50th Anniversary Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET37   1:76  £16.45


